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Deadpool Vol 1 7
Collects SpiderMan/Deadpool #29-33.
Spidey and Deadpool face a
team-up in two eras! In the
present, theyre plagued by
DP doppelgangers  while in
the future, Old Men Parker
and Wilson have troubles of
their own! These two
timelines are about to
collide, courtesy of
Clonepool! Who is he, what
is he, and where did he
come from? And do two
grumpy old heroes stand a
chance of righting wrongs
committed by their younger
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selves when they, too, are
faced with dozens of
Doppelpools? Meanwhile, our
present-day pairs actions
have grave consequences.
Like, all-out-war-with-all-thesuper-heroes-of-the-MarvelUniverse grave. Prepare to
change the way you look at
your favorite costumed
champions  and we dont
just mean Spidey and
Deadpool! Plus: Who are the
Fantastic Four of tomorrow?
The Merc with a Mouth is
back! He's annoying. He's
dangerous, He smells
terrible. But the public loves
him. That's right - the Merc
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with a Mouth may make
money for missions of murky
morality... but he's become
the most popular hero in the
world. Eat that, Spidey! The
world belongs to Deadpool.
Collecting Deadpool 1-5.
Collects SpiderMan/Deadpool #41-45. Ever
read On the Road? Or seen
Tommy Boy? This is just like
that, but with Spider-Man
and Deadpool. The two redclad heroes are traveling
across America, discovering
their country and true
friendship  and just like
every other great road trip,
this one ends up in the
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Negative Zone! Our heroes
are way out of their element
 and need to get the heck
back to their world pronto, or
theyll miss the rampaging
bug monsters laying waste to
the Marvel Universe! But the
Negative Zone-threat known
as Blastaar the Living BombBurst doesnt care about
any of that. One things for
sure: Spidey and Deadpool
cant face this threat alone.
Theyre holding out for a
Deviant hero!
"Contains material originally
published in magazine form
as New Mutants #98,
Deadpool: the circle chase
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#1-4, Deadpool (1994) #1-4,
Deadpool (1997)
#1"--Indicia.
Deadpool
Road Trip
Deadpool: Samurai, Vol. 2
Deadpool - Volume 3
Don't Call It A Team-Up
Space Oddity
Wlmd
Arcade's MURDERWORLD
expansion operation continues, and
Spider-Man's the first guest at his
second, deadlier theme park! It's up
to Deadpool to save Spidey from
Arcade's clutches, but the question
remains...will he want to?
COLLECTING: SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL 22-26
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Marvel's most mentally misaligned
misanthrope, Deadpool, returns in a
gloriously raw, uncensored
shoot-'em-up romp across America
with his good buddy Hydra Bob, a
boatload of explosives, enough
military-grade weaponry to sink
your battleship and a cocktail of
mood-altering pharmaceuticals.
When Bob is framed for a terrorist
act on American soil and hunted by
the U.S. government, he and his
best friend Deadpool go on the run
in a heartfelt, soul-searching
journey full of sex, drugs and
unnecessary excessive violence!
Familiar friends and foes including
Taskmaster, Cable, Agent X,
Weasel and Blind Al join the bosom
buddies on their sanity-smashing
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adventure as Deadpool helps his
pal Bob try to clear his not-so-good
name. Plus: Christmastime is here
again, and Hydra Bob and
Deadpool have a gift you'll never
forget! COLLECTING: Deadpool
Max 2 1-6, Deadpool Max X-Mas
Special
Deadpool (2012) #20-25
SOMEONE HAS MURDERED
FORBUSH MAN! Could someone
be targeting all of Marvel's funniest
characters for death? That's what
Deadpool thinks, and now he's
gotta act before someone bumps
off SQUIRREL GIRL, ROCKET
RACCOON, GROOT, ANT-MAN,
HOWARD THE DUCK, and THE
PUNISHER! (Like we said, the
funny characters.) Good thing
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Deadpool is renowned for his
investigative skills! COLLECTING:
DEADPOOL: TOO SOON? 1-4
My Two Dads
SpiderMan/Deadpool Vol. 3
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 7
World'S Greatest Vol. 7 - Deadpool
Does Shakespeare
Deadpool Vol. 2
X Marks the Spot
Second Cut

After there was Deadpool...and
before there was Deadpool
again...there was Agent X! He's
a merc, check. With a mouth,
check. And an uncanny healing
factor...hey, what gives here?
Prepare to find out as the
adventures of Alex "Agent X"
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Hayden race to a dramatic
conclusion - and one way or
another, there'll be a Deadpool
walkin'! But first, Alex has a
business to get off the ground:
the merc group Agency X. Only
problem is, there's no
"Taskmaster" in "team."
COLLECTING: AGENT X 7-15,
FIGHT-MAN 1
Deadpool might be an Avenger
now, but he's also got his own
private team of mercenaries...the
legally-cleared-to-be-called
MERCS FOR MONEY! Got a
problem you can't solve on your
own and a pile of money you'd
like to be rid of? Just call
Deadpool, Stingray, Massacre,
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Solo, Foolkiller, Terror and
Slapstick and watch as that
problem is shot, stabbed,
eviscerated, pulverized and
generally made bloody!
COLLECTING: DEADPOOL &
THE MERCS FOR MONEY #1-5.
Collects Cable/Deadpool #7-12.
A floating city promises hope for
humans and mutants alike! But if
Cable plans to be Earth's Savior,
will Deadpool accept the role of
Judas? Plus: the traumatic,
tragic, and tantric events of "The
Burnt-Offering" have left Cable well, "regurgitated" - now
Deadpool has to save the day!
Even if it means confronting his
fear of very big-headed villains!
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And the challenge of finding
someone who can fix technology
from thousands of years in the
future.
The Webbed Wonder and the
Merc with a Mouth are teaming
up for their first series EVER! It's
action, adventure and just a
smattering of (b)romance in this
episodic epic featuring the
WORLD'S GREATEST SUPER
HERO and the star of the
WORLD'S GREATEST COMICS
MAGAZINE. Talk about a REAL
dynamic duo! COLLECTING:
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #1-6.
Soul Hunter
King Deadpool Vol. 1
Deadpool Vol. 4
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Deadpool - Volume 7
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 8
Secret Invasion
Itsy Bitsy
Ground Control to Major Deadpool!
After bumping off Macho Gomez, the
galaxy's top assassin, Deadpool heads
into space to increase his intergalactic
cred. Abandoning his plans to become
one of Earth's heroes, he decides to
stop pulling punches, knives, swords,
bullets, grenades and so forth.
Everyone's favorite fun-loving killerfor-hire is back with a new job and a
new lady! Will this cement him as the
solar system's best, most ruthless
mercenary - or will things like lack of
oxygen and zero-gravity throw him off
his game? One word: maybe! Wade's
first contract is a doozy, as he's hired
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to kill Id the Selfish Moon. This body
is anything but heavenly and travels
through space destroying planets. For
this super-sized job, Deadpool follows
his usual credo: The bigger the
problem, the more insane the
solution! Collecting DEADPOOL
(2008) #33.1 and #32-35.
Our greed for knowledge recreated his
telepathy. Our quest to confine him
recreated his telekinesis. He has
forged a paradise haven that threatens
to destabilize countless governments
and religions. One man wants to find
out what Cable's intentions are before
it's too late. Guest-starring Captain
America! Plus: Cable sees the signs omens and portents - characters
gathering, moving across the board
like chess pieces... can Apocalypse be
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resurrected? Can Cable and Deadpool
stop it in time? And most surprising of
all...what if one of them doesn't want
it to be stopped? And finally, Domino
is hired to stop Deadpool's activities in
the Central European country of
Rumekistan, only to learn he plans to
assassinate the country's imposed
ruler, the international terrorist
named Flag-Smasher. Should she stop
him? Will her decision be influenced
when she finds out DP was given his
mission by...Cable?! Collects
Cable/Deadpool #25-29.
Follows the adventures of Wade
Wilson, known as Deadpool, the
superhero--or is he a villain?--who is
available, for the right fee, for the
most risky and violent jobs.
Two great tastes that taste great
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together! As Spidey and Deadpool fasttalk their way into an ongoing buddy
book at last, grab the full story of their
unlikely bromance. Through the
magic of comics, Wade Wilson steps
into the swinging shoes of a young
Peter Parker! Then, the friendly
neighborhood wall-crawler and the
anti-social there-goes-theneighborhood merc trade blows and
"yo mama" quips. If friendship
blossoms during encounters with HitMonkey and the Hypno-Hustler, will
that jerk Otto Octavius ruin
everything by being all Superior?
COLLECTING: DEADPOOL (1997)
11, CABLE & DEADPOOL 24,
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963)
611, DEADPOOL (2008) 19-21,
AVENGING SPIDER-MAN 12-13,
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DEADPOOL (2012) 10, DEADPOOL
ANNUAL 2.
Spider-Man/Deadpool By Kelly &
Mcguinness
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 5
Isn't It Bromantic
Oldies
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 0
Deadpool: Samurai, Vol. 1
Deadpool & The Mercs For Money
Vol. 0
Deadpool is back to mercin' for a
living! It's been a while since Wade
Wilson has struggled to make ends
meet, but things are tough all over.
While Deadpool tries to get his
humble mercenary-for-hire
business back off the ground, a
catastrophic threat so unfathomably
huge - so mind-breakingly
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cataclysmic that it defies
description - is heading toward
Earth, and there's only one person
who can stop it! Oh no, wait... it's
not Deadpool, is it? Oh, %£@#. It's
Deadpool. Good thing he has a
plan. Collecting DEADPOOL (2018)
1-6.
Add a little bit of Spidey and a
touch of Deadpool, take away the Y
chromosomes, blend it all together,
and what do you get? Peter Parker
and Wade Wilson's worst
nightmare: the murderous, mixedup miss named Itsy Bitsy! The
“daughter” of our two heroes is
stronger than them, faster than
them and has seriously creepy
daddy issues - but what crazed
mind could have conceived of her
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in the first place? As the body count
rises, Spider-Man and Deadpool
must work together to take down
Itsy Bitsy - and the person who's
been pulling their strings from the
start! But how is a trip to
Weirdworld going to help wash that
spider out? It's the most disturbing
Spidey/Deadpool story yet, from the
wild imaginations of Joe Kelly and
Ed McGuinness! Collecting
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #9-10,
#13-14 and #17-18.
It's the Planet of the 'Pools! What
dark technology from the secret
recesses of S.H.I.E.L.D. history
powers these L.M.D.-eadpools? To
defeat the Faux-pool who took his
ability to walk, Old Man Parker will
have to make a decision that alters
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his future AND our present!
COLLECTING: SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL 34-39
Collecting Spider-Man/Deadpool
#34-39. It’s the Planet of the ’Pools!
But what dark technology from the
secret recesses of S.H.I.E.L.D.
history powers this army of LMDeadpools? And what does it have to
do with Mary and Richard Parker,
the Amazing Spider-Parents? Just
when you thought you could trust
that those two people were without
blemish, Deadpool somehow ruins
them, too. Plus, to defeat the Fauxpool who took his ability to walk,
Old Man Parker will have to make a
decision that alters his future —
and our present! And meet the
Master Matrix: They might be the
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most powerful android on Earth —
but they’re a total amateur at
personhood. Who better to teach
them how to be a human being
than Spider-Man and Deadpool?
Master Matrix stars in “My Two
Super-Dads” — and this
dysfunctional family is heading for
the Savage Land!
Too Soon?
Deadpool By Posehn & Duggan
Vol. 1
Arms Race
Merc Madness
Deadpool Vs. The Marvel Universe
If Looks Could Kill
Deadpool Vol. 7
The "INFINITE HOUSE OF CIVIL yet
SECRET CRISIS WAR INVASIONS"
begins here! The BIGGEST arc of
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SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL will shake
the foundations of the Marvel
Universe! Nothing will ever be the
same after this! NOTHING! SpiderMan and Deadpool just BARELY make
it back from the Negative Zone in the
middle of an Event that the Marvel U's
heroes have already lost.
COLLECTING: SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL 46-50
Collects Spider-Man/Deadpool #19-22.
Nobody does slapstick like Spidey and
Deadpool do slapstick! Except, maybe
Slapstick? But the walking cartoon has
terrible comic timing, showing up
exactly when the Merc with a Mouth
and the webbed wonder have declared:
no more jokes! But what could have
driven them to take the funny out of
their funny book? And with Slapstick’s
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animated antics to deal with, can the
wall-crawler possibly keep his promise
to take super-heroing more seriously?
Then, when the villainous Arcade
decides to build a new, deadlier
Murderworld in Madripoor, he invites
(by which we mean kidnaps) SpiderMan to be its first guest!
Collects Deadpool (2012) #1-14, #20
And #26. Comedy writing partners
Brian Posehn and Gerry Duggan bring
the funny, Deadpool-style, in one of the
most celebrated eras of the Merc with a
Mouth! Wade Wilson must take down
an army of dead presidents — and
things only get wilder from there!
Deadpool is hired by a demon to
reclaim damned souls; gets in touch
with his feminine side; targets a man
with aquatic powers; and teams up
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with the Superior Spider-Man! Plus:
The debut of the flashback “inventory
issue” tales Posehn and Duggan made
famous, featuring Deadpool’s
adventures in yesteryear! Deadpool
drowns his sorrows with Iron Man,
gets funky with Power Man and Iron
Fist, wreaks Kirby-fied havoc on a
cosmic level and fights Hitler alongside
Cable and Nick Fury! Deadpool has
never been more hilarious!
Collects Deadpool (2012) #35-40.
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 5
Deadpool - Volume 1
Paved With Good Intentions
Deadpool vs S.H.I.E.L.D.
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 2
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 1
You Are Deadpool
The secrets of Deadpool
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revealed! In some of his
funniest adventures of all
time, the truth behind
Deadpool's origins in the
Weapon X program is
explored, as well as his
unique relationship with
Death herself! Ajax
returns for revenge on Dr.
Killebrew as Deadpool
faces the ghosts of his
past...literally! And is
Deadpool the Cosmic
Messiah, destined to save
all? Featuring Captain
America, Batroc the
Leaper, Blind Al and Arnim
Zola! Collecting: Deadpool
(1997) #18-25 & #0,
Deadpool & Death Annual
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1998
Collects Deadpool (2019)
#1-6. A new era begins for
the Merc with a Mouth!
Deadpool’s latest job has
him going after the King
of Monsters, who has
claimed a new kingdom for
his terrifying subjects:
Staten Island! Soon, Wade
Wilson finds himself with
a new royal role — one
that leaves him neck-deep
in political intrigue,
with major obstacles
including Captain America
and the monster-hunting
Elsa Bloodstone in his
way! Heavy hangs the head
that wears the crown —
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particularly when it’s in
the sights of some of the
deadliest people in the
Marvel Universe! And Wade
will find that out
firsthand when Kraven the
Hunter tries to take the
throne for himself! Plus:
The X-Men moved to a new
island home — and nobody
invited Deadpool! Well,
that won’t stop him
crashing the party on
Krakoa!
Collecting You Are
Deadpool #1-5. Do you ever
want to be Deadpool?! Of
course you do! Well, nows
your chance  in this
amazing role-playing romp!
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YOU decide what choices
Deadpool makes! YOU keep
track of your scores as
the story unfolds! YOU
roll dice to combat
various foes  and were
watching, so no
cheating!Determine your
own destiny as you travel
through Marvel history as
Deadpool himself meeting
the Hulk in the swinging
60s! Smelling Man-Thing
in the swampy 70s!
Looking up Daredevil in
the hard-boiled 80s! And
more! Just be sure to
avoid the many bad endings
you could fall into or
suffer the consequences!
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Deadpool has proven to be
a core member of the
Avengers Samurai Squad, as
befits such a well-loved,
respected, efficient, and
handsome hero. (Sakura
Spider, Neiro, and Kage
are present as well.) But
Loki is still lurking in
the shadows, determined to
lure Deadpool to the side
of darkness through his
wicked schemes. Look,
we’ll just say it: this
time it’s Deadpool versus
Thanos, and it only gets
weirder from there! -- VIZ
Media
Deadpool Max
The Human Race
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Serious Business
Axis
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 3
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 4
Spider-man / Deadpool Vol.
2: Side Pieces
Collects Invincible Iron Man (2015)
#1-14. One of the most popular super
heroes in the world soars to new
heights - and devastating lows! Tony
Stark has a new armor, a new
supporting cast and a new purpose!
But his life is just as surprising and
eventful as ever - beginning with the
return of one of his biggest nemeses,
and the quest to find his biological
parents! Tony must pursue Madame
Masque as her actions threaten to rip
all of reality apart, then delve deep into
his international organization to find
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out what's rotten in the House of Stark.
But when tragedy sets the Marvel
Universe spiraling into conflict, Tony
will face an emotional confrontation
with some of his closest and dearest
friends! What will CIVIL WAR II mean
for the future of Iron Man?
With Civil War tearing the Marvel
Universe apart, only one man can sew
it back together: Deadpool!? Well, who
else would make the perfect mercenary
hero-hunter? In an effort to do his part,
Deadpool crosses paths with the Great
Lakes Avengers, and slices and dices
his way to Daredevil, the Man Without
Fear! Plus: What happens when the
Merc with a Mouth faces the Sightless
Scarlet Sentry? And where does Cable
stand in all this? Where he always
does: pretending he's above the fray.
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Then why is he having a secret meeting
with Captain America? Collects Cable
& Deadpool #30-36.
"Contains material originally
published in magazine form as
Deadpool #13-18."--T.p.
Collecting Deadpool (2015) #26-27
and material from #21. All the world's
a stage, and he's a major player!
Forsooth, Deadpool will face a comedy
of errors when he gets trapped in the
works of William Shakespeare!
Whether it turns out to be a midsummer
night's dream, or much ado about
nothing, it's sure to be Deadpool as
you like it! Fingers crossed that all's
well that ends well, so Wade can return
to the tragedy that is his regular life in
the Marvel Universe!
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 1
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Eventpool
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 6
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 6
Deadpool Classic The Complete Collection Vol. 1
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL
With Cable recuperating on
his island haven of
Providence, who else can
investigate when there is "A
Murder in Paradise?" You
know who. Say it. Go ahead.
Picture it: Deadpool, as a
detective, interrogating the
most brilliant pacifists on
Earth. Monk and Columbo
have nothing to fear. Plus:
Deadpool is brainwashed by
the mysterious group
known as the Black Box to
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become a mindless assassin
(which, honestly, didn't
take much washing). So
Deadpool does what comes
naturally to him - the
opposite of what's expected!
But hey, where's Cable?
And what are Cannonball
and Siryn doing in the
book? Collects
Cable/Deadpool #13-18.
Wade Wilson and Nathan
Summers - Marvel's
mightiest mutant mercs are back, and this time
they're stuck with each
other! Can two grown men
armed to the teeth with
deadly genetic weaponery
live together without
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driving each other crazy?!
Action, adventure, black
humor, black-ops, facechanging viruses, and lots
of gunfire mark the return
of two of Marvel's fanfavorite anti-heroes!
Collects Cable/Deadpool
(2004) #1-6.
Collects Cable & Deadpool
#43-50. Deadpool has
titanic team-ups with
Wolverine, Captain
America, Dr. Strange,
Brother Voodoo, Ka-Zar and
the Fantastic Eight?! Plus,
the dreaded Venom
Symbiote has multiplied,
and made some new friends
of the prehistoric variety,
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giving the Merc with a
Mouth his final opportunity
to prove himself the
ultimate hero or the
ultimate villain!ÿ
Deadpool goes Hollywood!
See the M w/the M on the
set of his own MOVIE! And
he brings his pal Spidey
along, as he has lots of
experience selling out!
Also, in the truest of
Deadpool traditions, we
present a 'lost' issue of the
Amazing Spider-Man!
Flashback to the swinging
'60s for one of Deadpool &
Spidey's earliest meetings!
Plus, who is Itsy-Bitsy?
Trouble, definitely trouble!
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Collecting SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL #6-7 and
9-12.
Deadpool Vol. 1: Mercin'
Hard For The Money
The Burnt Offering
Living Legends
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 9
Deadpool Classic

Collects Deadpool #7-12. First:
flash back to Deadpool's
adventures in yesteryear with
Iron Man! Then, Deadpool is
hired by a demon to reclaim
damned souls! And just in
case you didn't think he could
get any stranger, Wade gets in
touch with his feminine side!
Plus: Deadpool targets a man
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with aquatic powers! Then he
teams-up with your Superior
Neighborhood Spider-Man!
And we promise you that he
kills one of those two! Gerry
Duggan and Brian Posehn's
hilarious, nonstop reinvention
of the Merc With a Mouth
continues here!
Anyway, Deadpool lands in
Tokyo with a bang! What could
possibly go wrong when Iron
Man invites Deadpool join the
Avengers' new Samurai
Squad? After all, Deadpool is
just in it for the money...and
the trip to Japan. This is fine,
right? -- VIZ Media
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